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What men won’t and what they will
Working for a dollar bill
Sad to see the old slave mill
Is grind slow, but grinding still

Walking home a child get’s killed
Police free to shoot at will
Hurts to see the old slave mill
Is grinding slow, but grinding still

Nine to five we know the drill
Weekends are a short term thrill
Sad to see the old slave mill
Is grinding slow but grinding still

Cup runneth over, till it spill
Take until they’ve had their fill
Sad to see the old slave mill
Is grinding slow but grinding still

Slave Mill Lyrics: Damian Marley, 2017 (Stony Hill album)

Some of us think we’re too big
Cah the system gives us jobs
Even though its just a low paying gig
Some of us will boast and brag

And those of us who think we’re small
Just because we don’t have much
That’s really not the case at all
There’s riches that the flesh can’t touch

Some of us won’t respect names
Some of us won’t respect Laws
Some of us don’t respect Life
Even though we worship God

And some of us won’t let go faith
No matter what the price may cost
Some of us won’t practice hate
Becah we still believe in Love
SLAVE MILL - DAMIAN MARLEY
(STONY HILL ALBUM 2017)
Human Commodification and Land Enclosures are both Dehumanising
SUPPLY CHAINS or FOOD CHAINS?
You observe a man beating a dog, every day you leave your house. Every. Day.

Who is traumatised?
Real Relationships

Transform

Trauma

through re-humanising

(not mechanical or digital distractions)

From non-human to more-than-human

(Life, Land and Growth)